Defining the pathophysiology of chronic constipation is critical for planning management. After excluding organic diseases, physician should speculate whether the constipated patient has a defecatory disorder or not. Recently, American Gastroenterology Association suggested an updated algorithm in diagnosis of chronic constipation.[@b1-jnm-21-307] The major change was anorectal manometry and a rectal balloon expulsion test as the initial step which should be considered even before conventional laxative trial especially in patients who are highly suspected as having a defecatory disorder. This change inevitably posed the measurement of colon transit time in the last step of the algorithm and assessment of colonic transit is not recommended as early study any more. What is the rationale of this change? The American Gastroenterology Association medical position statement provided two reasonable issues. First, because near half of patients with defecatory disorders show concomitant slow colonic transit, slow transit time cannot rule out the presence of defecatory disorders and omit anorectal studies. Defecatory disorders are treated with pelvic floor retraining behavioral therapy, namely biofeedback, even if slow colonic transit is concomitant. Second reason is that the administration of laxative is the main initial therapy regardless of colon transit if there is no evidence of defecatory disorders. Normal transit constipation and slow transit constipation are treated similarly.

Then, what is the clinical impact of slow colonic transit? We select very exceptional case of refractory chronic constipation as a candidate of surgical treatment according to the colonic transit. Colectomy could be effective in medically refractory constipated patients with slow colonic transit if defecatory disorders are not concomitant. The overall satisfaction rate of surgery was about 86% in a systematic review involving 39 reports and 1423 patients.[@b2-jnm-21-307] Confirming slow colonic transit and ruling out defecatory disorders are mandatory for the successful outcome. The present study by Park et al[@b3-jnm-21-307] suggested that the gas volume scoring could be a practical method assessing colonic transit. Even though the authors cannot find a positive correlation of colon transit time and colon gas volume score, they demonstrated that the difference of gas volume existed between slow transit and normal transit, defined as 45 hours (mean value + 1 standard deviation). The difference of gas volume score was small, 5.66% vs 4.15%, and the sensitivity and specificity of the cut-off value to diagnose slow colon transit was disappointing. The failure of presenting valuable cut-off colon gas volume score to differentiate slow colon transit is a big drawback of this study, because there was only small mean difference of colon gas volume score between the groups and this small difference can be easily made by manual processing of gas volume scoring or by confusing small bowel gas as colon gas. Also the range of colon gas volume score largely overlaps each other. Therefore the present outcome has insufficient clinical impact to replace conventional method using radiopaque markers to assess colon transit time.

But primary physicians can roughly discriminate slow transit constipation based on this tendency of colon gas on simple x-ray and colon transit. When primary physicians encounter a constipated patient with a relatively larger amount of colon gas on simple abdominal x-ray, they can suspect the patient may have slow colon transit. There are some practical methods to assess constipated patient and this include digital rectal exam and Bristol stool scale. We can consider additional anorectal tests in patients of abnormal digital rectal exam.[@b4-jnm-21-307] Abnormal digital rectal exam by skillful examiner can practically suspect defecatory disorder. Also Bristol stool scale is a practical indicator of colon transit and this simple illustration can be useful in a clinical setting of discrepancy between the bowel frequency and stool hardness.[@b5-jnm-21-307] Besides of this physical exam and simple illustration, simple abdominal radiography may give some additional information to primary physician.
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